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This paper desc ribes t he advanLages of having an objective class ificat ion syst em for 
DF bearings . The Brooke system is described in some detail , and the pro blems im'oh ed 
in setting up a system on t hese lin es a re considered. 

1. Introduction 

For Jll any :\Tears we used a simple ABCD classi
fica tion system for HF DF beariJlgs taken with 
U-Aclcock direetionfindel's . This was not ent ireh 
sil,ti sfactory for various reasons. The fundamental 
difficult,\' was t haL, although in theory Lhe classifi
cation clependedin a well-defll1ed way on the con
s istencyof the observed bearings, in practi ce it WftS 

largel.'- subj ective. The Brooke Varian ce Classifl
cation System is based on Lhe Ross-Barfield sys tem 
develop ed during the Seco nd 'World War and 
described by Ross [1947]. Tile present p aper is an 
attempt to describe t he s~Tstem from t he poin t of 
view of a group that migh t b e considering Lhe inLro
duction of s uch a system . 

Section 2 of this paper reviews the reasoll s for 
h aving a bearin g classification s.\Tstelll. Th e sources 
of errol' in DF b earin gs arc described brie fl~- in 
section 3 . T he his tory of Lhe Brooke system is 
r eviewed in seeLion 4 . Section 5 is devoted Lo a 
discussion of the problem involved in introdu cing a 
similar system into anoth er n etwork. The solutions 
found lor the Brooke sysLem are indicated . SecLion 
6 describes the statistical analysis required Lo e ti
mate vari ance components from check bearin g cluttL 

2 . Why Does One Need a Classification 
System? 

The firs t question is, why does one need a bem'ing 
classification sy tem? It is impossible to give a 
short answer to this question, since it depends on 
t he answer to an even more fundam ental question: 
'What u se is one trying to make of one's DF bearings? 
One will presumably plot the bearings reported on 
any task on a gnomonic chart . One can then either 

(1) gaze in wonder at the set of plotted lines, and 
finally emerge with a point estin'late for the position 
of t he transmitter, and a circle of arbitrary radius 
centered on this point such that the tme position 
"probably" lies within the circle, 
or (2) use one of the many unsound plotting methods 
that have been proposed from time to time, 

1 Contribution from Admiralty R esearch L abora tory, Teddington , Middlesex, 
E ngland. 

, Pa per presented at the Conrerence on T ransmissio n Problems Related to 
nigh- Frequency D irectio n Finding, at UCLA, June 21- 24,1960. 

or (3) use an electronic computer to find a more 
precise least squares solution , i.e., to find 

(a) a Best Point Estimate (01' Most Probable 
Point) defin ed as the point 111 in imizing Lb e weighted 
sum of .squares of the angular elTors, the weights 
beIng ll1versel,\- proportiollal Lo tbe assumed 
variances of bearing elTors aL Lhe sta tion concerned , 
and 

(b ) ~ region, norm ally a circle 01' a r ectangle, 
app roxImatin g to Lhe r egion where this weig hted 
sum of sq uares exceeds iLs m inimum value by less 
than some given eo nsLfwt, s uc h as 4. The region 
l11 a,)~ be calleel fl, 90 percenL (s~ty) Probability 
ReglOn , 01' Co~fidell ce Region . Its purpose is to 
g lVC a n apprecIaLlOn o f' t lte probable accuracy of 
LilC point estim aLe,3 

01' (4) use a method based on some val id ftpproxima
Lion to the leasL squares olution. 

In cases (1) and (2) it may b e Jlclpful Lo IHwe some 
roug!l m easure of t he ftCCumcy of any pa rLicular 
beal'ln g, but Lhe t.r adiLional ABCD class ificH,Lion 
bflsecl on the consistency o f' r epeaLed obs ['vations, 
01' SO lll 2 o t her subj eeLive meLhod, m ay be good 
enough . 

In cases (3) and (4) it is impor tant to have a 
refl,listic m casu,re of tlte probable accuracy of' any 
partIcular b :,armg. Ross [1947] wrote 

IIIt has long been cu to ma ry for bearings to be classi fi ed 
somewh a t arb itrarily by the direction-finding ope rato r. This 
class ifi cation, inten ded to g ive a ll ind icati on of Lhc probable 
relia bil ity of t he bear!ngs, is Ll sua lly based on t he q uali ty 
(s harpn ess) and steadJl1 ess of t he minimum. This pract ice 
is a legacy from t he days when radio commun icat ion was 
?onducted chic fl y on t he long and medium wavelengths, and 
It was not unreasonable to expect the operato r to est imate t he 
reliabili ty of bear ings in this way. In the s hort-wave ba nd, 
however (20 to 100 ill approximately), where propagation is 
chiefl y controlled by ionospheric re flections, condit ions are 
far from simple. Bearings are generally in a state of con
t inuous variation a nd it becomes increasingly difficult for an 
operator to classify them by any more or less intuitive 
process." 

3 The co nventi onal just ificat ion for this as a Confidence R egion is based On 
the assum ption that all p :lssible bearing lines fro m a given sta tion are approxi
mately. parallel .. Bea le [1960J provides a method or justifyi ng it even when this 
apprOXllnatlOl~ IS. u~lac~cpta~)le. Beal~'s paper shows that the approximate 
confidence reglOn IS Just i fied If a quantity ~ 1/>, called the" intrinsic nonlineari t y 
of the model" is sm aller t han abont 0. 1. It seems likely that the DF proble m 
nearl y al ways satisfies thiS conditiOn; even though ono ca n eas ily imagine situ
ations witl.l a "narrow base line" when the probl em is decidedly ilOnJincar when 
expressed III terms of natu ra l parameters, such as the latitud e and longitude 0 
the transmitter. 
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Ross proceeds to describe an obj ective classifica
tion system which is the basis of the Brooke system. 
The details of such systems will be described in 
section 4. Meanwhile we should consider another 
advan tage in having a rational and obj ective 
classification system: it is almost indispensable to a 
thorough quantitative analysis of the magnitudes of 
the various errors arising in practical DF. It is 
v ir tually impossible to get a set of observations that 
is statistically balanced with respect to all relevant 
factors. So, for example, when studying the effect 
of di stance one must allow for the difference in fre
q uencies of transmi tters at different distances; and 
such a process requires the estimation of variance 
components due to the different errors luaking up 
the observed bearing error. 

3 . Sources of Error in HF DF Bearings 

The sources of error in HF DF bearings are dis
cussed by Ross [1947] and Bowen [1955] . They can 
be summarized as follows: 

(1) Instrumental errors du e to small errors of 
antenna balance, and similar causes . These errors 
can be greatly reduced by a local calibration, but 
t here may be an appreciable residual error varying 
wi th radio frequency and direction of incidence (in 
azimuth and elevation) and from site to site. 

(2) Distant-site errors, due to irregularities or, and 
obstacles on, t he terrain around a high-frequency 
direction finder but outside the n ear site or calibra
tion area. The values or t hese errors vary with 
radio frequency and direction of incidence (in 
azimuth and elevation) . The variances vary from 
s ite to ~ite , and tend to decrease as the radio frc
quency lIlcreases. 

From our presen t point of view, errors of types 
(1) and (2) are similar. They are virtually inde
pendent of t ime. For a given t ransmitter working 
on a given frequency the errors may vary a little 
in that the angle of elevation of the incoming ray 
will depend to some extent on ionospheric conditions, 
but there will be an appreciable systematic compo
nen t of such an error. 

(3) Ionospheric lateral deviation errors , due to 
large scale irregularities in the ionosphere. These 
errors vary only slowly with timc (with periods of 
t he order of tens of minutes) . Their variance does 
not depend on the DF site, but depends strongly on 
the distance of the transmitter. Not much is known 
n,bout the effects of time of day and radiofrequency 
on lateral deviation . It seems possible t bat errors 
are somewhat greater at nigh t t han by day and some
what greater on low frequen cies than on high 1"re
q uencies. If so, this is probably du e to the increased 
number of mul tiple reflections possible at night and 
on lower freq uencies. Large systematic and random 
effects can be observed around sunrise. Later 
studies have no t essenti ally changed the views ex
pressed by Ross [1949] on the subj eet of lateral 
deviation. 

(4) Wave interference errors and polarization 
errors. These errors may be quite large, but they 

generally vary rapidly (with periods of the order of 
seconds). Their effect can therefore be greatly 
redueed by taking the average bearing (prefera bly 
weighted according to signal strength) over a period 
of 10 sec or longer. 

4 . History of the Brooke System 

The Brooke Variance Classification Sys tern arose 
out of the system developed during the Second 
World War by Mr. W. Ross and Dr. R. H. Barfield, 
and described by Ross [1947]. Tlte b asic assumption 
underlying the system is that the error in any ob
served DF bearing is a sum of three uncorrelated 
errors: 

(1) An instrumental and distant site error , whose 
m ean square value can be determined as a function 
of the radiofrequency and the DF si te. 

(2) A lateral deviation error, whose mean square 
value can be determined as a function of the distanee 
from the transmitter to the DF site. This componcnt 
must of course be estimated at the plotting center. 

(3) A wave interference and polarization error. 
An estimate of the mean square value of this error 
can be determined from the mean "swing" of the 
observed bearing over a period of 1 or 2 sec, or from 
t he scatter of repeated observations made at intervals 
of about 5 or more sec, or bo th. The distance from 
the transmitter to the DF site can also be uscd to 
throw some light on t he probable m agni tude of this 
error, since wave interference du e to multipath 
arrival is ap t to be more serious on the more distant 
targets . 

When after the war attention was again directed 
to the classification of HF DF bearings, the Ross 
system was examined but considered to be unsatis
factory in its existing fo rm. The users also con
sidered th e su bj ective method of classifying bearings, 
then in use, to be unsatisfactory. Mr. Norman 
Brooke, while a member of the Admiralty D epar t
ment of Operational R esearch , carried out an investi
gation into t he problem of classifying HF DF 
bearings, the outcome of which was a proposal to 
modify the Ross system, and to extend i t to apply 
to visual, as well as aural null, equipment. H e 
found that i t was necessary to give t he variance 
components values that were rat her larger than 
those proposed by Ross . 

The modified version was found to be satisfactory . 
It was decided , with :Mr. Ross's concurrence, that 
the system should be called the Brooke system. 

Before t he system was introduced a statistical 
analysis was made of a large number of check bear
ings on known transmitters, in order to derive 
realistic estimates of all t he varian ce components . 
Further, i t is known that station performance 
changes to some exten t with time, so the analysis 
of check bearing data continues on a routine basis 
in order to keep track of these changes. It is found 
that the variance component depending on the DF 
station h as to be changed by 1 uni t (i.e., 10 squared) 
from tim.e to time- perhaps once every 2 years on 
the average. The other variance components are 
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reviewed. from time to time , bu t changes h ave not 
been found n ecessary. 

So we m ay conclude t hat the Brooke system works 
sat is fn,ctorily. The essential reason for this seems 
to be that t he system combines phY8icai theory and 
empiri cism in about th e righ t proportions for our 
present state of knowledge about HF DF. vVe 
('.e rLa inly do not mainta in tbat no furt her improve
m ents in th e system. are possible. 

5. How Could a Similar Classification Sys
tem Be Introduced Into Another Organ
ization? 

Suppose thitt some authority h as decided that it 
would be worth introdu cing an objective bearing 
classification system on these lines into his HF DF 
n etwork, what steps must be taken to implement 
this decision ? 

Tb e first task is to define a set of factors on which 
th e var iitnce is assumed to depend . It would seem 
n atural to include 

(a) The DF station, 
(b) t he radiofrequency, 
(c) t he distan ce of the transmitter from. the 

V, denotes a compon ent depending on r adiofre
queucy and t he DF station, r epresenting instrumen
tal and distan t site errors, 

F d deno tes a co mpon en t depending on the distan ce 
from the transmitter , r epresenting lateral deviation 
errol', and F q denotes a component depending on 
the quality of th e observed bearing, and the type of 
equipment and display used, representing wave in
terference and polarization errol' , and also observa
tional error due to imperfection s in the DF operator. 

vVe must still specify the form of VI! Fd, and V q 

to reduce th em to a nni te nu 111 b el' of parameters. 
It m ay be helpful to consid er each in turn with 
r eference to the existing Brooke sys tem . 

The Brooke sy te l11 assum es t hat 

where a j and bj arc parameters estimated separately 
for each DF station , and j denotes t be frequency 
band. The definition of th e e frequ en cy bands is 
b eing recon idered. There is some evidence that 
the vitria nce is not very sensitive to radiofrequency 
above abou t 9 M c/s. The following band may 
therefore prove appropriate. 

station , and 
(d) som e m easure of 

b earin g. 

] = 1 for frequen cies between 2.000 and 3.999 Mc/s, 
the quitlity of t he observed ] = 2 for frequ en cies between 4.000 and 8.999 M c/s, 

Some discussion on t his last i tem is perh aps 
required. A cursory r eading of Ross [1947] might 
give th e impression t hat an objective classificaLion 
system is only possible if one tak es repen,ted sn ap 
observations to determine th e b ear in g. Thi is not 
so . The t ru e si tuation is as follows: 

Admittedly if one takes r epeated snap observat ions 
(which m ay be mental averages over a period of 1 
or 2 sec), th en one is likely to obtain a more accurate 
bear ing t han if one simply gazes at th e display for 
a,bou t 30 sec, because experien ce h as shown that it 
is almost impossible to avcrage mentally over a 
period of morc th an about 5 sec . Furthermore, th e 
scatter of t he individual sn ap b earings provides 
addit ional information concerning th e reliability of 
th e mean bearing. Bu t if t he tnmsmitteris no t 
active for long enough to take r epeated ob'3ervations, 
or if th e b earin g is r equired so urgently tbat th ere 
is not time to take and report the results of several 
sn aps, t hen one can still use an obj ective classification 
sys tem based on other factors. Indeed both the 
original Ross-Barfield system and th e Brooke sys tem 

\ include means of assessing a variance when it is 
r impossible to obtain more than one snap. 

The next task is to postulate a formula for th e 
varian ce as a fun ction of these factor s with a finite 
number of unknown parameters. 
It seems natural t o write 

where B (for Brooke) denotes the total variance (i .e., 
the total m ean square errol' if one proceeds as if all 
errors h ad zero m eans). 

] = 3 for frequ en cies above 9.000 Mc/s. 

For the dis tancc compon ent, the Brooke system 
assum es thaL 

Fa= 0.6/d2 for cl< 0.8, 
F a= l for O. ~d< 3.5, 
Fd= 3 for 3.5~d, 

where d denotes distance from t he tr ansmitter to 
th e DF station, m easured in thousands of kilometers. 

For the quali ty compon ent, the Brooke sys tem 
assum es that 

where 

and 

V s = 0 for swings between 0 and 8°, 
= 1 for swings between 9 and 13°, 
= 2 for swings between 14 and 18°, 
= 4 for swings between 19 and 23 °, 
= 6 for swin gs between 24 an d 37°, 
= 9 for swings over 38° or unm easured, 

V n = r 2/ndn2, 

where n is the number of snap bearings taken, T is 
th e range of th ese snaps, and cln is the average range 
of n observations from a Gaussian population with 
unit variance (tabulated by Tippett [1925]). 

The theory underlying the use of these formulas is 
that F n might b e expected to give a valid estimate 
of the variance of those components of error (due to 
polarization errors and wave interferen ce) that vary 
rapidly. But in practice the operator cannot help 
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being biased by the knowledge that all his snaps 
Tefer to t be same transmission . He will therefore 
tend to make his observations more consistent than 
they should be, and an ad di tional variance compo
nent musL be introduced to allow for this. The 
bias is likcl.v to depend on the difficulty of the task 
of tak:in g a bearing, which is measured by t he 
n,verage "swing". For an aural null equipm ent the 
s wing is defined as the width of the arc abo ut the 
minimum over which there is a just detectable change 
of signal. For any eq uipm en t with a v isual display 
it is defined as the angle through which the instan
t aneOLlS value of the betll'ing moves during the time 
taken to read its mean value for an individual snap. 
Tbcre is of course no logical reason why the formula 
for 1Ts should be the same for differen t types of 
disphty, even thougb all the equipments have the 
same antenn a s.l-stem. But the statistical analysis of 
check bearings suggests thflt there is no important 
difference in this respect between tLural null , spinning 
goniometer , and twin-channel e.1'.d.1 . displays .4 

If only one snap is taken, increased valucs of Va 
n,nd V s are used to compensate for the absence of 
the V n term. 

Different organizations may find it convenient to 
estimate 1/q differently. Thi s n'.ust depend on \yhat 
information Lhe DF operator finds it convenient to 
report. If he simply reports a letter classification 
(A , B, C, or D ), then one could put 1/q= O for an A 
dass bearing, and estimate 3 constants, being the 
values of V q for B, C, and D class bearings 
respectively. 

One might also use the signal strength as an 
indicator of bearing quality. This does not in fact 
enter into the existing Brooke system. 

Having defined the form of the bearing classifica
tion system, one must estimate the parameters. 
One can get preliminary estimates of these from 
physical theory and from the values used in existing 
systems, but these estimates must be corrected (01' 

confirmed ) using data obtained by the DF organiza
tion in question. These data may be either genuine 
operational data or check bearing data where the 
true positions of' the transmitters are known to the 
n,nalyst. 

As far as I know, no serious attem.pt has yet been 
made to estimate variances from operational data 
when the true positions of the transmitters are 
unknown. The use of such data poses the funda-

• There is a small point of some statistical interest about the estimation of TTQ • 

E lementary t heory suggests that .y TT,. is an unbiased esti mator of the standard 
deviation of errors var ying randomly from s nap to snap, for a given value of t his 
standa rd dev iation . Bu t this docs not prove that.y V " provides t he best estimate 
of t hi s s tandard deviation, given the range r. I ndeed one migh t ex pect th at a 
better estimate would be obtained by attaching some weigh t to the estimate 
obtained from t he long·term average value of t his standard de viation- thereby 
making the used est imate less dependent on r. After hold ing forth on these lines 
t o m y coll eagues a ll morc t h R. ll one occasion, I eventually persuaded them to do a 
deta il ed analysis of t he check bearing data to investi gate this point. rriley 
fOllnd that , if an yt hing, the variance component V n should be made more de
pen dent on r. Ii has been suggested that this is because t he dividing factor 
dn2 is too la rge because th e errol' distr ibution is not normal. (And indeed even 
from a normal populat ion a smalle r el i viding factor is required to gi ve an unbiased 
estim ate of the variance as opposed to the standard deviation .) But I prefer to 
regard this as suggesting that the ran ge h as ad ditional value as an indicator of the 
quali ty of the bearing. M ore ligh t co ul d be t hro wn on th is point by an ana lysis 
of the individual snap observations, but it is of lit tle operational importance. 

mental difficulty that one has to lean rather heavily 
on the assun'.ption that the bearing errors are uncor
related. If' one is prepared to accept this assump
tion, then it is fairly easy to estimate the absolute 
values of the variances o( a set of DF stations i( we 
know their relative variances. For in this case we 
can determine the true Best Poin t Estimate; i .e., the 
hypothetical position of the transTD.itter minimizing 
the sum of squares of the bearing errors divided by 
their variances. We can then use the fact that (if 
the error distributions are normal with zero mean ) 
the minimum value of this sum is distributed as X2 
with n-2 degrees of freedom, where n is the number 
of DF stations contributing to a tasle In particular, 
the TTl.ean value of this SUlD. is n-2 : 

In practice the relative variances are unlikely to 
be known. The problem. then becomes consid erably 
m.ore corr.plicated. It is discussed in a companion 
paper, Beale [1961]. 

It is much easier to estimate variances from chec~~ 
bearings, provided satisfactory check bearings can b e 
obtained. 

Check bearings may be used both to verdy that 
the equipIl'.ent is functioning properly and to indicate 
the probable accuracy of the DF station on opera
tional tasks. A check bearing program to check the 
equipment does not need to be controlled nearly as 
carefully as a check be<tring program to estimate 
accuracy. Bowen [1955] writes 

" The use of check bearings on kno wn t ra nsmit ters in 
estab lishing the performan ce of a high-frequency dil'ec tion
find er is a \I·iclely accepted technique. It has bee n found, 
however, t hat two problems preBe nt t hemselves : 

(a) There is difficul ty in arra nging it programme in whi ch 
the radio frequencies, ranges, azimuths, propagation p a th s, 
transmitter powers and o t her p a ra meters are adequately 
sampled and distributed similarly to those which will defin c 
the normal tas k of t he d irec t ion finder. 

(b) Un less g reat care is taken to hide the idcnt ity of t he 
tra nsmission from the operato r, both as regards its t rue 
bearing and its identi ty with previous t rans missions, con
siderable opera to r bias will occur. 
" The methods by which these problems are overcome will 

generally be peculia r to the task with whi ch t he dJ. organi
zation is conccl'll ed. It may be that (a) will require the 
deliberate se tting-up of a tra nsmitting syst em, al t hough care
ful selection of kno\\"ll t rani3 ,nitters may obviate this; (b) can 
be overcome eit her by careful organization of the way in 
which check-bearing tasks are fed to the operator, 01' by a 
sys tem of random scale displacements at the direction-finder." 

Even if one fails to overcome these problems 
completely , it would seem unreasonable to use this 
as an excuse for not introducing an objective classi
fication system. Indeed the results from an objec
tive system. should be very much better than those 
derived from overall station performances based 
on such data- since the system. will give some 
rational method of extrapola ting to conditions met 
only rarely in the check bearing program. 

The statistical problems involved in estimating 
variance components from check bearings are dis
cussed in the next section. 

, P rovidecl , as will usuall y be the case. t hat the q uantity N q, introcluced by 
Beale [19601 is small. 
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6 . Estimating Variance Components From 
Check Bearing Data 

The fundamental sta tistical problem in this work 
can be expressed as follows : 

Given n independent observa tions, each from a 
nonnal population with zero m ean, such that the 
i th observation Xi has a vftriance 

(6.1) 

where the Ci i} are all known but some a t leas t of the 
V j are unknown, estimate the unknown Vj' 

B efore showing how to solve this problem , I 
should perhaps indicate its relevan ce. The quantity 
Xi r epresents the actual error in the i th bearing 
observa tion , B, represents its assumed variance, and 
the Vj r epresen t the parameters in the classification 
sys tem . For example, suppose that we h ave a 
simple model with one component tha t can be 
assumed known , and unknown componen ts depend
ing on the radio frequency and quality, ass llmed to 
depend on 4 parameter , s llch t ha t 

wherej denotes frequency band , either 1, 2 or 3, and 

V q = V3 if the swing < 8°, 

V q = V4 if the swing 28°. 

Now suppose tb at the first few check bearings 
have t be following characteristics: 

Known Vari- Freque11 cy 
! B earing N o. ance Component B and 

, etc. 

1 
2 
3 

6 
3 
5 

1 
2 
3 

S wing 

Then, if we write formally Vs = 1, (6.1 ) is sa tisfi ed 
1 with 

. . "' 

the paumeters to be estimated being 'VI , V2, V3, and V4 ' 

We assume that our bearing errors are measured 
ni degrees. Variances are therefore measured in 
degrees sq uared. 

Now Bl is in tended to represen t the m ean value 
of xL so it seems natural to try to minimize th e sum 
of squal'es of the deviations of the x~ from the corre-

! sponding B i , But we must rememher that the ex
pected magnitud es of th ese deviations depend on 
the varian ces of the xr In fact if X i is normally 
distributed the variance of x~ is 2m. It therefore 

-------- -

seems reasonable to try to minimize 

n 
~w;(x7-BY, 
i = 1 

(6,2) 

where the weigh ts W i are regarded as constants but 
where their numerical values are given by 

wi= l /Bi. (6.3 ) 

Differen tiating (6,2) wi th respect to Vi! regarding 
W i as constant , we have, usin g (6 ,1) 

(6A) 

for each j such that Vj is to be estimated , 
In particular if for some j, Ci ij is always either 

o or 1, the corresponding equat ion from (o A) 
becom es 

where l;; denotes summation over all observations 
such th ftt Citj = 1. 

The problem i therefore to find es tim a tes Vj for 
the unkno\vn Vj satisfying (6,1 ), (6.3) and (6A). 
This will have to be done iteratively. Choose trial 
estimates for the Vi! compute t he corresponding 
values of B i from (6.1) , and hence compute the 
weights W i from (6,3) , sub tit ute these values of 
W i in (6A) and hen ce es timate new values of the Vi ,6 

The whole cycle can b e r epeated if n ecessary, but 
it should be remembered tha t sm all (relative) errors 
in the Wi will be of li t tle sign ific ftn ceo 

I t can easily be shown that t hese estimates ar e in 
fact m aximum likelihood es timates for the V j ' The 
above derivation is less rigorous but seems more 
intuitive. 7 

One important proviso should be m ade. It is 
undesirable to have weight for individual bearings 
of the same order of magnitude as the sum of the 
weights for all other bearings put together . In the 
analyses for the Brooke system , this is avoided by 
putting Wi= ~~ whenever B,< 2. So the used 
version of (6.3) reads 

Wi=mlll O~, 1/BD. 

It is of interest t o consider the probable ac
curacy of the final variance estimates . It is easy 
to find the variance of an individual component, 
say Vk , if we assume that all the other components ,are 
known exactly, and also that each W i equals the 
reciprocal of the square of the true variance of ,the 

• I II practice it may be more convenjent to improve tbe estimates of tbe param
eters rererring to one variance component, say V" assuming that the otilcrs 
bave their present trial valnes. Tbis reduces the number of equations tbat bave 
to be solved simultaneously. 

7 Some statisticians may pOint out tbat for tbis problem tbe mcthod of maxi
mum likelihood gives an " inadmissible" estimator, since it may procl uc.c negat ive 
variance components , With a fair-si zed sample tbis is unlikely to bappen; but, 
if it does, one must replace the negative component by some mOre plausible value 

I ancl re-estimate tbe otber components accordingly. 
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corresponding Xi. For (6.4) then becomes 

~ Wi(Xik (X1-± (XiJVJ)= 0, 
i~ l j ~l 

so that the estimate Vk of Vk is given by 

Now val' X1 = 2m, and wi=l /m, so 

var h = ± (XBi~.)2 . 2m I (± (XB~~)2 
t=l '( 1. = 1 t 

If (Xik=O or 1 for all i, (6.5) reduces to 

val' h=2/'2~Wi' 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

where '2~ denotes summation over those check 
bearings for which (Xik = l, i.e., for which the given 
variance component is relevant. 

Errors 'in estimating the weights Wi, and also 
errors in the other variance components, will not 
normally have a major effect on the variance of 
Vk. On the other hand the fact that the observa
tions may not be strictly independent, and that the 
error distribution may not be strictly normal, may 
have a considerable effect on the validity of these 
formulas. Our experience suggests that, presumably 
because of these causes, formulas (6.5) and (6.6) 
underestimate the variances of the lh by a factor of 
about 2. The formulas 

are therefore recommended in practice. 
There is one pecularity about these variance 

component estimates that one should be aware of, 
although it does not affect the operation of the system 
in any way. There is a degree of indeterminacy 
about the system in that a constant can be sub
tracted from all values of, say, Va and added to all 
values of, say, Vr without altering any of the Brooke 
variances. The only restriction is that none of the 
variance components can ever be negative. Our 
practice is to put the minimum values of Va and V q 

equal to zero, and to put the "unattached variance" 
into Vr. This is purely for operational convenience. 
In fact we believe that the minimum value of the 
effect of lateral deviation, which is represented by 
Va, is about 10 squared, as indicated in section 5 
above. 

We have now considered the estimation of variance 
components in the first instance. 

The other vital element in an objective bearing 
classification system is a method of keeping the 
system up-to-date. For routine corrections to be 
tin1ely and not unduly subject to sampling fluctua
tions, the corrections should be based on as simple a 
statistical model as possible. We therefore assume J 
that all variances of bearings taken at a particular I 
station are underestimated by a constant small 
amount. The best estimate of this amount is then 
approximately 

where summation extends over all bearings taken 
at this station. This quantity is called the "apparent 
correction", short for "apparent Brook:e variance 
correction", and its variance is approximately 4/'2Wi. 
If we wait until '2Wi~ 20, the variance of the 
apparent correction is less than about 0.2, so the 
correction is unlikely to be in error by as much as 
one uni t. Nevertheless the apparent correction is 
rounded down in absolute value to the nearest unit, 
since some weight should be given to the fact that
if the system has been running for some time
previous data suggested that no correction was 
necessary. 

In practice this works as follows. For each check 
bearing the "weight" Wi and the "indicator" 
Wi(X7-Bi) are recorded, and these are summed for 
all check bearings taken in a month at each station. 
These data are inspected and combined with those 
for enough previous months to make '2W i2: 20 for the 
station in question. Then };wi(xl - B i)/};wi, rounded 
down in absolute value to the nearest unit, is added 
to all values of V, for this station ; i.e. , to the value 
of aj in the formula V,= aj+ bJ. 

After any adjustment to the value of a t> the 
monthly totals of '2w i(xl-B i) must obviously be 
reduced by '2W i multiplied by the addition to at 
before they are combined with subsequent monthly 
totals to decide whether further changes should be 
made. But it should never be necessary to re
compute the B i and Wi for individual bearings. 

In practice our estimated variance components are 
not subject to frequent oscillations. 

In addition to these routine adjustments to the 
overall variances for each station, it is important 
that the other variance components should be re
viewed from time to time, by computing apparent ' 
corrections from the formula };wi(xl -·Bi)/'2w i with 
summation extending over all check bearings asso
ciated with a particular value of the component 
under review. The desirability of introducing fur
ther terms into the expression for the variance can 
be tested in the same way. 

This may be as good a place as any to mention 
the problems of systematic errors and wild bearings. 
Many DF stations exhibit small systematic errors 
in their bearings. These have been studied for some i 

time, but corrections to allow for them are not ap
plied because the physical basis of the errors is not 
understood. If the systematic error is ignored, one 
is acting as if the error distribution had mean zero. 
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and tbe Brooke variance is really an estimate of the 
mean square error. 

DF stations are apt to produce a certain number 
of wild bearings that are a long way off the true 
bearing, and which one hopes to be able to reject 
in plotting by their inconsistency with the other 
bearings. Obviously one does not want to include 
Lhese in one's check bearing data for the determina
tion of variances. But the problem is, how large 
must the error be before one is justified in rejecting 
tbe bearing as wild on the grounds that it would 
probably be recognized as such even when the true 
target position was unknown? This is not an easy 
problem. The proper answer presumably depends 
on the variance of nonwilcl observations, and on the 
number, location , and accuracy of the other DF 
stations in the organization working on the same 
tasks. The r ejection of bearing errors greater than 
10 or 15° may often be reasonable. 

Al though it bas fallen to me to presen t thi s accoun t 
()f t he Brooke system, I hope I have mn,de it clear 
that most ()[ the cred it belongs clsewhere. I have 
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been abJe to refer to some of the l'elevan t work by 
:Messrs. Ross , Brooke , a.nd Bowen ; but many people 
have contributed in varioll s ways- notably those 
who organize the check bearing program, and collate 
and an alyze the data. 
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